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 She has put her heart in that role and her dedication to role is admirable. Kudos to her for the brilliant portrayal of Goddess Jwala Maa. The makers have also made an awesome music background and Suman Shet Ram’s sizzling voice is adding to the beauty of the film.Nuuk Nuuk (; Greenlandic: ) is the capital of Greenland and is located on the southwestern coast. Nuuk is one of the world's youngest
capital cities. The city has an estimated population of 19,993 and an area of. Nuuk is famous for its old trading houses and its two lighthouses. History Nuuk was founded by Hans Egede in 1721 as the capital of the Greenland colony. The city is situated in a small bay, and the area has always been inhabited by the Inuit. During the 17th and 18th centuries, Nuuk was the largest settlement on the coast.
The city centre, on the east side of the bay, was built out over the hill, but the modern city is located on the west side of the bay, on the mainland. Trading houses Nuuk's history as a trading city began in the mid-16th century. At that time, European visitors, led by Hans Egede, found the area suitable for settlement. Egede's work in acquiring and protecting his trading rights meant the city's livelihood.
In 1721, he founded the first trading house, which he named the "Nuuk Trading House". One of the first European buildings built in Nuuk is the current King's House, a small château-style building that was built to house Hans Egede's employer, King Frederick IV of Denmark, and his family. This building was later bought by the current king, Hans Georg Monberg, and became the city's first palace.

The palace was built in 1747, but burned down during an attack by Dutch pirates in 1767. It was rebuilt after being blown up by the Danish army in 1814. In 1917, the building was purchased by the Inuit, who use it to this day. In the mid-18th century, Nuuk also began to house a Christian mission. The first mission was established by the French Jesuits, and was later taken over by the Moravian
Church in the late 18th century. The present-day Lutheran church was built in 18 82157476af
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